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1. Introduction
Magnetosatic solutions of Einstein-Maxwell field equa­
tions are of much interest for their possible applications in 
astrophysics. In the past many research workers presented 
a number of static magnetovac solutions in General Reia- 
tivty [1-6] to describe the exterior gravitational field of a 
mass endowed with a magnetic dipole moment. However, 
all those solutions generated so far do not always reduce 
to the Schwarzschild static limit in absence of magnetic 
field. Different transformation techniques, such as the 
transformation technique of Bonnor [1,2J, the method of 
Gutsunaev-Manko (GM) [3,4], the technique of Das- 
Chaudhuri [6J etc were developed to generate new static 
magnetovac solutions.
In this paper, we construct a static magnetovac solu­
tion of Einstein-Maxwell field equations using the method 
of Gutsunaev-Manko [3,4]. The magnetic dipole moment of 
the source is evaluated. It is found that the solutions are 
asymptotically flat. However, they do not reduce to the 
Schwarzschild form in absence of magnetic field.
In Section 2, the formalism of Gutsunaev-Manko is 
described in brief. Tlie constructed solutions are presented 
in Section 3. Our conclusion follows in Section 4.
2. Gutsunaev-Manko formalism
Consider a static axially symmetric metric in Weyl coordi­
nates (r,;:),
ds^ = / '*  t * ’' (dr^ + dz^)+ dd<t>^  ] - f d t " ’ ( 1)
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where /  and y  are functions of r, z only. The Einstein- 
Maxwell magnetostatic field equations are :
V V  = (2)
Vir^^fVA,) = 0, (3)
4y,, = - / j ) + 4 r - ' / f e  -  (4)
4 y .,= ^ '7 .r / .^ + 4 r - 'A ,. ,A 3 ,„  (5)
where a comma denotes partial differentiation and
F2 = + r + 4 ,
F2 s  + tiA , (6)
fo and 0^ are unit vectors,
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A3 is the magnetic component of electromagnetic four- 
potential and is related to the pseudomagnetic potential A3 
by [4],
A'3.r = r 'fA i.z ,
b,x = -b (x+ y)”' [- (Jc^  -  + (JD'+ ]  • (16)
Prolate spheroidal coordinates (x,y) are related to Weyl 
coordinates (r,z) by the relations :
A3.Z =  r ' M i . n (7)
=  KHx^ -  1)(1 -  f ) .
We now define two new real potentials
(17)z =  Kxy,
f ,  =  / ' "  +  A '3, where K  is a real constant.
£•2 =  / ' ^  -  A '3. (8) With the help of eqs. (8),(14) and (15), the metric potentials
/  and A '3 are given by
According to GM, the field eqs. (2H 5) may be wntten in
terms of £ | and £2 tts [4 ] •’
(£| +  ^ )F ^ £ i =  2(F£l)^ (9)
C ^ x ^ - E ^ y ^ - D ^  +  F^
(18)
{Cx + D f - { E y - F f
(f, +  ^ )  V^Bz =  2( Vb2 ) \ (10)
y.r = 4r(£| +  ^ )  (^£'l.r£2.r -  £l.r£2.?). (11)
2(CFx + DEy) (19)
( C x + D f  - ( E y - F f  '
r.z =  4r(f| +  £2)'^(£|.r^,j -  £l.j^,r). (12) where
Gutsunaev and Manko showed that \f tff he any Laplace's 
solution i.e. iff satisfies the equation
d V 1 dy a V
(13)
(20)
then the potentials €\ and £2 are expreSvSed in the form [4], 
2( l-a )( l- f> )
£ . =e ' ^H
£1 = e '’'| 1 -
x(\~ab) + y{b -a ) + { \-a ){ \-b )
2(l + g)(l+f>) ____
jr(l -  ab) -  y<jb -  a) + (1 + a ) ( l+ b)
C = 1- ab,
D = \ + ab,
E = b -  a,
F = b + a,
a and b can be determined from eqs. (16).
The formulation for obtaining static magnetovac solu- 
tions is thus complete. The mass and the magnetic dipole 
moment of the source can be evaluated from eqs. (18) and 
(19) respectively.
(15)
The parameters a and b satisfy the following first order 
differential equations, given in prolate spheroidal coordi­
nates (x,y),
a,x = a{x -  y)‘* -  l)iif^ + ( l - y ^  )vr,  ]
a ,y ^  a(x -  y)"' \r (x y -  lyi//^ + (jy  -  y^ )vr  ^\
*. •*=-*(jf+ y ) ' ' fcjy -  V)¥,x+(1 -  y^ W.y ],
3. The solutions
We take the seed Laplace's solution y/, in prolate spheroi­
dal coordinates {x,y) as
Iff -  ^ x  +  y)-', 
where .q is a constant.
(2 1)
Using eqs. (16) and (21), the functions a and b are found 
to be
a  = -or exp[qy(jc + y)-'].
b = - a  exp[-qf(l + xyXx + y)“*l, 
where a  is another constant.
(22)
From eqs. (18)-{22), the metric potentials /  and A '3 are 
obtained as
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/  = |exp^^(jc+ y)''].
^ - le x p t( jc + 3 ’) '] ,
(23)
(24)
where A^ i, N2 and are given by
(26)
(27)
and
A", = qyix + y)-'.
Ki = -q (\ + xy)(x + y)-^. 
Ki = -q{\ -  f ) ( x  + y)-2. (28)
The asymptotic expressions for /  and y4’3 are given by
( l+ a ^ )
4 (l-a^ ]P 1- q
(■, 2 ^1+ a^  *
l - a ^
■+q{l+a^){q-y)
( l + a ^ f
( l + a ^ f  ^
Under the coordinate transformations
Kx ^  R -  m, y = COS0, m is a constant, 
cqs. (29) and (30) take the form :
12 ■*■••X
(29)
(30)
(31)
( l + a ^ j  R
2K CK + mi^+(X^)
(25) i A
(l+ a ^ y
, _ _4<^^ [(l-a^)-<7(l+a^)]cos0
(32)
(33)
where
c = 4 ( l - a ^ ) I+ a ''
l - a ^
+ qi  ^+ a ^ y  {q-cosO ).
The mass (A/) and the dipole moment (u) of the source, 
obtained from eqs. (32) and (33), are given by
Af = A '[ 2 ( l - a ^ ) - q ( l+ a ^ ) ] ( l+ a ^ ) '\
fi = 4oK^ [( l-a ^ )~ 9 (l+ a ^ )]( l+ a ^ )^ ^
(34)
(35)
It is to be noted from eqs. (32)-(33) that as / ? —>«» , /  —» 1 
and A '3 -> 0 i.e. the solutions are asymptotically well- 
behaved. The parameter a  may be identified with the 
magnetic parameter. When a  = 0, the dipole moment / /  
vanishes and /  becomes
/  = ^ ] e x p h ( .  + ,r 'l (36)
The solution (23) thus does not reduce to the Schwarzschild 
form in absence of magnetic field. This is because o f our 
choice of the seed metric. If the seed solution is properly 
chosen then one can get Schwarzschild solution from the 
magnetovac metric obtained by this method.
4. Conclusion
The magnetostatic solutions of a source in vacuum en­
dowed with a magnetic dipole moment are presented in the 
paper, l l ie  mass and the dipole moment o f the source ate
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evaluated. The solutions are found to be spatially well 
behaved at infinity containing monopic, dipole and other 
higher mass multipole moments. However, in absence of 
magnetic field (Le. a  = 0) the solutions do not reduce to 
the Schwarzschild metric.
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